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Message from the Vice-Chancellor

O

ver the past 53 years, University of Zululand (UNIZULU) has acquired a rich and vibrant history of contribution
to the higher education sector. In an effort to ensure its competitive edge within a dynamic field, nationally
and globally, the University embarked on an exciting journey of academic and infrastructural renewal in 2010.

Over the last three years, UNIZULU has transformed itself into a Comprehensive University that is driven by excellence
in teaching and learning.
Through our journey of self-renewal, the University strives to achieve relevance and quality and aims to uphold high
standards of professionalism, leadership and academia. Our crest is symbolic of these core values which represent who
we are as an institution of higher learning whilst simultaneously connecting UNIZULU to the world, its alumni, partners
and friends. We pledge to honour, protect and use the crest with respect, pride and dignity.
Prof. Xoliswa Mtose
Vice-Chancellor
University of Zululand
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Enhancing our Brand

F

undamental to marketing and developing a strong brand presence is the establishment of a unique identity that is
representative of who we are and what we offer. A robust, substantial and instantly recognisable “personality”
or brand is vital to strategically enhance the stature of the institution as a comprehensive university that provides

quality education. To communicate the cohesion of the University of Zululand’s (UNIZULU) values, vision, ethos,
solidarity and identity it is essential that the university community understands the significance of their role in building
UNIZULU’s brand and reputation.
The institution’s brand is visible, tangible and has developed and redefined its identity through consistent messages
communicated across mediums. A reputation built through the relationship with our partners, stakeholders, community
engagement, service delivery and international endeavours, UNIZULU’s competitive contribution to the higher education
sector, our distinct logo and brand, experiences of staff, students, alumni and their emotional ties to the institution.
This brand guide introduces, repositions and defines UNIZULU to all stakeholders through a shared approach. In

outlining UNIZULU principles, the brand is expressed through deep understanding and engagement by reinforcing
experience, instilling familiarity and to protect our equity. A meaningful difference is achieved through sustained value
which forms the basis for heightened awareness.
It is important that all communication projects UNIZULU staff, students and stakeholders as members of a strong,
efficient, professional and integrated institution. Every interaction between the University and any organisation or
member of the public has impact on how we are perceived. Therefore, added value is achieved through brand loyalty
and uncompromised work ethic.

Our Brand Elements
The UNIZULU brand includes many elements, tangible and intangible, but its visual representation should be correctly
and consistently displayed on common items such as letterheads, envelopes, business cards, brochures, pamphlets,
banners, websites, adverts, corporate clothing, campus signage and parking stickers.
These guidelines are bound to evolve with changing taste and technologies, however it will always focus on
upholding the University’s outlook and standards. Standards herein are guidelines designed to ensure consistency,
while simultaneously providing room for creativity and differentiation. There is room for variation and flexibility, and the
Communications and Marketing Division welcomes inquiries with regards to appropriate usage.
The graphic standards that have gone into building our brand appearance are identified in the following pages to
provide direction, clarify ambiguities and answer specific questions. These guidelines apply to every office, department,
faculty, centre and division that produces information bearing the UNIZULU name. The value of this guide, which gives
visual focus and consistency to UNIZULU print publications and its website, is realised when its concept and content
are accepted and applied by all stakeholders.
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Brand Guide
Who Are We?
University of Zululand (UNIZULU) is the only comprehensive university situated in northern KwaZulu-Natal. It has two compuses, Richards Bay
and KwaDlangezwa being the main administrative site of the university. The Richards Bay compus is focused on providing quality education
and industry aligned vocational courses across its faculties. Our approach to teaching and learning is robust, innovative and interactive, with a
competitive edge that adds value to our students’ experience.

The University Acronym
UNIZULU is the Senate approved acronym for the University of Zululand. It is important that all staff, students and stakeholders use UNIZULU as
the official acronym to prevent confusion and to maintain consistency across all print and online publications, broadcast media, adverts, corporate
wear, promotional items, signage and in the formation of working titles for various university organisations. Correct use of the acronym will
reaffirm who we are and what we represent.

Purpose and Aims
The purpose of the UNIZULU Brand Guide is to provide clear specifications on the use of all aspects of the brand, through the institution’s corporate
identity, maintaining strong visible visual image that is consistant and is reflective of its core values through a distinct look and feel that is instantly
recognisable.
Appropriately applied, the Brand Guide enables effective production of communications material that mirrors the institution’s values and vision
to the wider community, both nationally and internationally. For this purpose, the Guide outlines the requirements for stationery, promotional
material, corporate clothing, publications, electronic presentation media and advertising.
Control over the visual expression of the University of Zululand brand is vested in the Director of Communications and Marketing as the
custodian of UNIZULU’s corporate identity. The Director of Communications and Marketing manages the use of the UNIZULU brand on behalf of
the Vice-Chancellor.
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BRAND MARK

University of Zululand (UNIZULU) master brand mark
The UNIZULU brand mark comprises two elements, the
logo mark and the word mark. These two marks must
always appear together. This is the preferred logo version
and must be used wherever possible.

Logo Mark

The UNIZULU brand aims to convey the essence of the
University – what we are today and what we aspire to be in
the future.
The UNIZULU brand mark is a key visual representation of
the brand and an integral part of the University.
Used effectively with all other components of the Look
and Feel, the brand mark plays a vital role in all University
communications.

UNIVERSITY OF
ZULULAND

The brand mark guidelines are intended to create a straight
forward basis for consistent and effective representation of
the University brand.

Word Mark

RESTRUCTURED FOR RELEVANCE
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Clear space
Do not interfere with the clear space around the brand mark.
This is to ensure the clarity and integrity of the brand mark. The
clear space is the minimum area around the brand mark that
must always remain clear and uninterfered with.
The clear space around the brand mark is determined by the
height of the first letter ‘U’ on the word mark around the logo
mark. Always ensure nothing infringes on the specified area.

UNIVERSITY OF
ZULULAND
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Vertical Scale

Horizontal Scale

Vertical Scale
Horizontal Scale

Horizontal logo version

Clear space

In the event where the logo has to be used horizontally, it is of
vast importance that it is applied accordingly. The logo mark,
which is the crest, must be reduced in proportion to half the size
of the normal crest size. The word mark must by no means be
reduced from its original size. The word mark must therefore be
moved and placed on the right hand side of the crest, allowing
a clear space between the two elements equivalent to the
horizontal scale of the first letter ‘U’ on the wordmark. The word
mark must be accurately centred with the logo mark’s height.

The same principles as the vertical brand mark apply on the
horizontal brandmark. Do not interfere with the clear space
around the brand mark. This is to ensure the clarity and integrity
of the brand mark. The clear space is the minimum area around
the brand mark that must always remain clear and uninterfered
with.
Whenever the horizontal brand mark is used, the clear space
around the brand mark is determined by the *horizontal scale
of the first letter ‘U’ on the word mark around the logo mark.
Always make sure that there is nothing infringing on the
specified area.

The ratio and control demonstrated below must be adhered to
at all times to mantain brand consistency.

*With the vertical brand mark this clause changes to the height of the first letter ‘U’.

X

Vertical Scale

Horizontal Scale

Y
X

Horizontal Scale

Vertical Scale

Y
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Tag line
The University of Zululand tag line is an embodiment of what the
University stands for. It is a brief description of the University’s
ethos and vision. The tag line can appear strategically below the
University brand mark. When used with the brand mark it must
always be centered below the word mark. The space between
the brand mark and the tag line must be equivalent to two vertical
scales of each line of words from the word mark. This is measured
using the first letter ‘U’ on the word mark. Allow a space equivalent
to two of these letters facing against each other and that will give
you the right amount of space allowed.
UNIZULU comprises two campuses, the Richards Bay and
KwaDlangezwa campuses; on certain material such as stationery,
the positioning of the tag line may change and its normal position
replaced by the name of the relevant campus.

RICHARDS BAY CAMPUS

RESTRUCTURED FOR RELEVANCE

KwaDlangezwa campus

It is important to ensure consistency in the positioning of the tag line below the
brand mark and on the tag line size in relation to the brand mark size.
Whenever the tag line is used below the brand mark, the size of the tag line must
always be half the vertical scale of the word ‘ZULULAND’ on the word mark. This
is to ensure a consistent size relation between the brand mark and the tag line.
x
x
y

y

RICHARDS BAY CAMPUS
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The same principle applies in the event where the names of the campuses are
used. The relationship between the brand mark and the name of the campus must
be adhered to the same way as the tag line.

UNIVERSITY OF ZULULAND

RICHARDS BAY CAMPUS

RESTRUCTURED FOR RELEVANCE

KWADLANGEZWA CAMPUS

One colour print
When printing is limited to one spot colour, this version of the
brand mark should be used. This version can only be used
either in black, UNIZULU burgundy and UNIZULU blue.

UNIVERSITY OF
ZULULAND

UNIVERSITY OF
ZULULAND

UNIVERSITY OF
ZULULAND

You can also have the brand mark reversed in either of the
coloured backgrounds in white.

UNIVERSITY OF
ZULULAND

UNIVERSITY OF
ZULULAND

UNIVERSITY OF
ZULULAND
RESTRUCTURED FOR RELEVANCE
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Word mark reversed

Corporate Colours

Word mark not reversed

Colours play an important role in communicating our brand promise. The
corporate colours are part of our brand identity and must be used as much as
possible.
These are the CMYK, RGB and Pantone colours in the UniZulu colour
palette. All CMYK and RGB colours must be matched as close as possible to
the Pantone standards.

UNIVERSITY OF
ZULULAND

UNIVERSITY OF
ZULULAND

CMYK refers to the combination of colours used to create each brand colour:
C – Cyan
M – Magenta
Y – Yellow
K – Black
RGB refers to colours used for interactive formats like screens and projectors:
R – Red
G – Green
B – Blue
Below are the

UNIVERSITY OF
ZULULAND

UNIVERSITY OF
ZULULAND

Full colour logo on coloured backgrounds
The logo mark can be used on a background colour depending on the
application. If the brand mark is placed on a dark background the word mark
alone can be reversed white. This will enhance legibility of the university brand
mark. Please refer to the UNIZULU colour palette for colour reference.

10mm

UNIZULU brand mark minimum size
UNIVERSITY OF
ZULULAND
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For the vertical brand mark do not use the brand mark smaller than 10mm in
width as this will reduce legibility. The horizontal brand mark must not be used
smaller than 9mm in height.

9mm

U brand colours.

CMYK: 100c, 65m, 0y, 0k
RGB: 0R, 97G, 175B
PANTONE: 7462c

CMYK: 0c, 0m, 100y, 0k
RGB: 255R, 242G, 0B
PANTONE: 012c

CMYK: 60c, 90m, 80y, 0k
RGB: 132R, 67G, 73B
PANTONE: 195c

CMYK: 0c, 100m, 100y, 0k
RGB: 237R, 28G, 36B
PANTONE: 032c

CMYK: 0c, 0m, 0y, 100k
RGB: 35R, 31G, 32B
PANTONE: Black (6c)

CMYK: 0c, 0m, 0y, 40k
RGB: 147R, 149G, 152B
PANTONE: Black 50% (6c)

Incorrect use of brand mark

UNIVERSITY OF
ZULULAND

UNIVERSITY OF

ZULULAND

Do not readjust the size of elements
on the brand mark.

UNIVERSITY OF
ZULULAND
Do not change the brand mark colours.

UNIV
ER
ZUL SITY OF
ULA
ND
Do not tilt the brand mark at an angle.

Do not use the logo mark without the
word mark.

UNIVERSITY OF
ZULULAND
Do not distort or condense the brand mark
under any circumstances.

UNIVERSITY OF
ZULULAND
Do not place the brand mark on a dark
background without the word mark
reversed in white.

Do not distort or flip the brand mark
upside down under any circumstances.

UNIVERSITY OF
ZULULAND
Do not distort or stretch the brand mark
under any circumstances.

UNIVERSITY OF
ZULULAND
Do not place the brand mark on a photographic
or illustrative background that does not provide
enough legibility for the brand mark.
RESTRUCTURED FOR RELEVANCE
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Typography for print media
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ1234567890@#&*()!
Univers light

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ1234567890@#&*()!
Univers light oblique

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ1234567890@#&*()!
Univers 55 Roman

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ1234567890@#&*()!
Univers 55 oblique

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ1234567890@#&*()!
Univers 65 bold

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ1234567890@#&*()!
Univers 65 bold oblique

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ1234567890@#&*()!
Univers 75 black

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ1234567890@#&*()!
Univers 75 black oblique

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ1234567890@#&*()!
Univers 85 extra black

Typography for multimedia
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ1234567890@#&*()!

Arial regular

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ1234567890@#&*()!

Arial italics

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ1234567890@#&*()!

Arial bold

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ1234567890@#&*()!

Arial bold italics
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Typography is a very important part of the University
of Zululand brand identity. The typeface used for all the
print material is Univers and the typeface used for all
multimedia material is Arial.
These two typefaces have a clean modern look. They
help to set a good tone in all UNIZULU material and
also reflect the University’s personality.

RESTRUCTURED FOR RELEVANCE

Stationery

Letterhead – Burgundy
210x297mm

Font type: Univers55Roman
Font size: 8 point

Font type: Univers65Bold
Font size: 7 point
Font type: Univers65Bold
Font size: 8 point
RICHARDS BAY CAMPUS

Font type: Univers65 Bold Oblique
Font size: 10 point

Letterhead – Blue
210x297mm

Font type: Univers55Roman
Font size: 8 point

Font type: Univers65Bold
Font size: 7 point
Font type: Univers65Bold
Font size: 8 point
RICHARDS BAY CAMPUS

Font type: Univers65 Bold Oblique
Font size: 10 point

RESTRUCTURED FOR RELEVANCE
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Business cards – Burgundy
55x85mm

5mm

Normah Zondo

Font type: Univers55 Roman
Font size: 12point

Director: Communications & Marketing

Font type: Univers57 Condensed Oblique
Font size: 7point

5mm

5mm
t: +27 35 902 6888/6717
f: +27 86 535 3339
c: +27 83 370 5040
e: cmd@pan.uzulu.ac.za
w: www.unizulu.ac.za

Font type: Univers55 Roman
Font size: 8point

7,5mm

University of Zululand
Private Bag X1001
KwaDlangezwa 3886
RESTRUCTURED FOR RELEVANCE

Font type: Univers55 Roman
Font size: 8point

5mm

Business cards – Blue
55x85mm

5mm

Normah Zondo

Font type: Univers55 Roman
Font size: 12point

Director: Communications & Marketing

Font type: Univers57 Condensed Oblique
Font size: 7point

5mm
Font type: Univers55 Roman
Font size: 8point

5mm
t: +27 35 902 6888/6717
f: +27 86 535 3339
c: +27 83 370 5040
e: cmd@pan.uzulu.ac.za
w: www.unizulu.ac.za

7,5mm
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University of Zululand
Private Bag X1001
KwaDlangezwa 3886
RESTRUCTURED FOR RELEVANCE

5mm

Font type: Univers55 Roman
Font size: 8point

Compliments Slip – Burgundy
210x99mm

15mm
30mm
65mm

University of Zululand, Private Bag X1001, KwaDlangezwa 3886
T: +27 35 902 6888/6717 F: +27 86 535 3339 E: cmd@pan.uzulu.ac.za W: www.unizulu.ac.za

Font type: Univers55Roman
Font size: 8 point

15mm

Font type: Univers65Bold
Font size: 8 point

15mm
RICHARDS BAY CAMPUS

15mm

80mm

With Compliments
15mm

RESTRUCTURED FOR RELEVANCE

10mm
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Compliments Slip – Blue
210x99mm

15mm
30mm
65mm

University of Zululand, Private Bag X1001, KwaDlangezwa 3886
T: +27 35 902 6888/6717 F: +27 86 535 3339 E: cmd@pan.uzulu.ac.za W: www.unizulu.ac.za

Font type: Univers55Roman
Font size: 8 point

15mm

Font type: Univers65Bold
Font size: 8 point

15mm
RICHARDS BAY CAMPUS

15mm

80mm

With Compliments
15mm
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10mm

Facsimile
210x297mm

University of Zululand, Private Bag X1001, KwaDlangezwa 3886
T: +27 35 902 6888/6717 F: +27 86 535 3339 E: cmd@pan.uzulu.ac.za
W: www.unizulu.ac.za

RESTRUCTURED FOR RELEVANCE
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Memorandum – Burgundy
210x297mm

RICHARDS BAY CAMPUS

20
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Memorandum – Blue
210x297mm

RICHARDS BAY CAMPUS

RESTRUCTURED FOR RELEVANCE
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31mm
University of Zululand, Private Bag X1001, KwaDlangezwa 3886
T: +27 35 902 6888/6717 F: +27 86 535 3339 E: cmd@pan.uzulu.ac.za W: www.unizulu.ac.za

110x220mm

DL Envelope

RESTRUCTURED FOR RELEVANCE
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31mm
University of Zululand, Private Bag X1001, KwaDlangezwa 3886
T: +27 35 902 6888/6717 F: +27 86 535 3339 E: cmd@pan.uzulu.ac.za W: www.unizulu.ac.za

162x229mm

A5 Envelope

24
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31mm
University of Zululand, Private Bag X1001, KwaDlangezwa 3886
T: +27 35 902 6888/6717 F: +27 86 535 3339 E: cmd@pan.uzulu.ac.za W: www.unizulu.ac.za

324x229mm

A4 Envelope

Email Signature
Electronic

Recipient’s Name
Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, felis turpis sit, dui rutrum molestie et pellentesque eget, phasellus magna ipsum vitae dolor, faucibus
massa viverra, accumsan ante est egestas. Sit quam ultricies rhoncus. At lectus nullam in placerat, euismod aliquam venenatis
orci, etiam at. Eget nec nunc turpis laoreet dictumst scelerisque, pretium pellentesque quis varius eget commodo, orci curabitur
mauris, nulla pede, erat mollis commodo. Mollis ultrices duis vel, ornare tellus euismod amet ornare, libero fringilla, tortor netus
habitant nec sollicitudin tortor quis.
Kind regards
Name Surname

Designation

UNIVERSITY OF
ZULULAND
University of Zululand, Private Bag X1001, KwaDlangezwa 3886
T: +27 35 902 6888/6717 F: +27 86 535 3339 C: +27 83 370 5040
E: cmd@pan.uzulu.ac.za W: www.unizulu.ac.za
R E S T R U C T U R E D

F O R

R E L E VA N C E

Please consider the environment before printing this email
This email and any files transmitted with it are confidential and intended solely for the use of the individual or entity to whom they are addressed. If you have received this email in error please notify the system manager. This message contains confidential information and is intended only for the individual named. If you are not the named addressee you should not disseminate, distribute or copy this e-mail. Please notify the sender immediately by e-mail if you have received
this e-mail by mistake and delete this e-mail from your system. If you are not the intended recipient you are notified that disclosing, copying, distributing or taking any action in reliance on the contents of this information is strictly prohibited.

RESTRUCTURED FOR RELEVANCE
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CD Cover & CD Face – Burgundy

UNIVERSITY OF
ZULULAND

UNIVERSITY OF
ZULULAND

Title goes here

SUBTitle goes here

R E S T R U C T U R E D

F O R

R E L E V A N C E

Title goes here
R E S T R U C T U R E D
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F O R

R E L E V A N C E

CD Cover & CD Face – Blue

UNIVERSITY OF
ZULULAND

UNIVERSITY OF
ZULULAND

Title goes here

SUBTitle goes here

R E S T R U C T U R E D

F O R

R E L E V A N C E

Title goes here
R E S T R U C T U R E D

F O R

R E L E V A N C E
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Promotional Items
T-shirts

Position all type and graphic elements as shown.
POSITION – Logo to be placed on the top right hand
side of the clothing item. Do not print too close to the
clothing items’ seams or zippers (where applicable).
For T-shirts, use colours that compliment the University
identity and that do not contrast with the logo.
Where the logo appears on a dark colour, a single
colour logo is used depending on the legibility of the
logo.

COMMUNICATIONS AND
MARKETING DIVISION

COMMUNICATIONS AND
MARKETING DIVISION
UNIVERSITY OF
ZULULAND

UNIVERSITY OF
ZULULAND

NOTE – The illustrations on these pages should not be used for reproduction
purposes.
COMMUNICATIONS AND
MARKETING DIVISION

COMMUNICATIONS AND
MARKETING DIVISION

UNIVERSITY OF
ZULULAND

COMMUNICATIONS AND
MARKETING DIVISION

COMMUNICATIONS AND
MARKETING DIVISION

UNIVERSITY OF
ZULULAND
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Promotional Items
Formal shirts

COMMUNICATIONS AND
MARKETING DIVISION

UNIVERSITY OF
ZULULAND

COMMUNICATIONS AND
MARKETING DIVISION

COMMUNICATIONS AND
MARKETING DIVISION
UNIVERSITY OF
ZULULAND

COMMUNICATIONS AND
MARKETING DIVISION
UNIVERSITY OF
ZULULAND
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Promotional Items
Golf shirt and jacket

COMMUNICATIONS AND
MARKETING DIVISION

COMMUNICATIONS AND
MARKETING DIVISION

COMMUNICATIONS AND
MARKETING DIVISION

RESTRUCTURED FOR RELEVANCE
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Promotional Items
Casual cap

Position all type and graphic elements as
shown. Do not print too close to the clothing
items’ seams.

UNIVERSITY OF
ZULULAND

ST
RE

34
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UNIVERSITY OF
ZULULAND

ST
RE
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Promotional Items

RESTRUCTURED FOR RELEVANCE

Pens
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Promotional Items

Coffee mug, flask & car cup

36
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Promotional Items

Business bag, USB stick & water bottle

RESTRUCTURED FOR RELEVANCE
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38
www.unzizulu.ac.za

3D Visual

UNIVERSITY OF ZULULAND
www.unzizulu.ac.za

Establishing New Heights For Tomorrow’s Leaders

Establishing New Heights For Tomorrow’s Leaders

Paper Bag for UNIZULU

Promotional item

Umbrella

Promotional item

Vehicle Branding
The University logo must always appear on a white
background and on livery must have the full logo
with the tag line. The driver and passenger sides of
the car are to be used and the brand mark may not
be excessive in size or be placed over areas where
the logo will be cut off or distorted in any way.

RESTRUCTURED FOR RELEVANCE
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BROCHURES
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Layout Principles – GRIDS
Illustrated on this page is
a grid layout to be used on
University material. This
grid system is flexible and
can be applied to an A4,
DL or any other format.
These grids are used as
a framework within which
a designer or typographer
can order images and
typography on the page.
A grid is a guideline and
can be manipulated, but
what it ensures is that the
overall identity or look of
the University brand is
consistent. It allows creative
freedom yet it also guards
the University’s brand equity
which is the overall ambition
of this manual.

RESTRUCTURED FOR RELEVANCE
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A4 Brochure Front Covers – Burgundy
Cover with pictures

Cover with one picture

UNIVERSITY OF
ZULULAND

Title LOOKS LIKE THIS AND THE SIZE CAN CHANGE

Title LOOKS LIKE THIS
R E S T R U C T U R E D
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F O R

R E L E V A N C E

A4 Brochure Front Covers – Blue
Cover with pictures

Cover with one picture

UNIVERSITY OF
ZULULAND

Title LOOKS LIKE THIS AND THE SIZE CAN CHANGE

Title LOOKS LIKE THIS
R E S T R U C T U R E D

F O R

R E L E V A N C E
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A4 Brochure Double Page Spread Look and Feel – Burgundy

R E S T R U C T U R E D

Sub title look like this
For the next five years, the University
will be on a renewal trajectory. Key to
renewal are the philosophies of studentcentredness and living and learning
geared to transform UNIZULU into a
university of choice. Major challenges
include transforming the curricula;
establishing centres of excellence;
recognising productive academic and
support staff and rewarding them with

22 University of Zululand
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appropriate salaries; the long-term
retention of staff; the retention of
students for postgraduate studies; the
reviewing and realigning of faculty
offerings as befits a comprehensive
university; the renewal of aging
infrastructure and the building of new
facilities at the KwaDlangezwa Campus;
and the clear defining of the institutional
culture. The academic enterprise remains
central to UNIZULU’s character and
operations. The academic, research and
vocational programmes offered at the
Richards Bay Campus should reflect
UNIZULU’s identity as a comprehensive
university.

Sub title look like this
In this regard, the University has adopted
five strategic goals within an overall
Strategic Plan:
•
High quality academic and careerfocused programmes, relevant
and responsive to the needs of
students and society
•
Research outputs appropriate to a
comprehensive university
•
A positive image within business/
industry, civil society, higher
education institutions and
research organisations based on
quality outputs, partnerships and
marketing strategies
•
The efficient and effective
utilisation of human, financial and
physical resources

•

A caring environment
underpinned by safety, good
health and wellness.

The Strategic Plan was adopted by
Council on 9th July 2010.
The success and achievement
of our goals rests on a number of
pillars which include a robust resource
mobilisation strategy, regional and
global collaborations, contributions by
the university’s alumni, academic-driven
leadership to implement the academic
enterprise, good governance, a strong
work ethic and quality student support
services.
All members of the university
community have value to add to the
successful implementation of the
Strategic Plan and the integrity of
UNIZULU. In 2010 the University of
Zululand attained its 50th anniversary
[1960-2010]. This is the time to celebrate
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Title goes here
In 2010 the University of Zululand attained its 50th anniversary [1960-2010]. This
is the time to celebrate the University’s history of academic excellence and its
contribution to the struggle and the development of the new South Africa. It is also
the time to refocus and put into effect our mandate as a comprehensive university.
Renewal, projecting into UNIZULU’s future as a South African university advancing
democracy, access to and success through higher education are all central themes
as we observe and celebrate our 50 years of existence. The next 50 years will be
the time for UNIZULU to enhance its already successful programme, engage in
curriculum transformation, fortify its image through its academic offerings, centres
of excellence and state-of-the-art facilities for students, and embed excellence and
quality in its academic and professional support structures.
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For the next five years, the University will be on a renewal trajectory. Key to
renewal are the philosophies of student-centredness and living and learning
geared to transform UNIZULU into a university of choice. Major challenges
include transforming the curricula; establishing centres of excellence; recognising
productive academic and support staff and rewarding them with appropriate
salaries; the long-term.
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In this regard, the University has adopted five strategic goals within an overall
Strategic Plan:
•
High quality academic and career-focused programmes, relevant and
responsive to the needs of students and society
•
Research outputs appropriate to a comprehensive university
•
A positive image within business/industry, civil society, higher education
institutions and research organisations based on quality outputs,
partnerships and marketing strategies
•
The efficient and effective utilisation of human, financial and physical
resources
•
A caring environment underpinned by safety, good health and wellness.
The Strategic Plan was adopted by Council on 9th July 2010.
The success and achievement of our goals rests on a number of pillars which
include a robust resource mobilisation strategy, regional and global collaborations,
contributions by the university’s alumni, academic-driven leadership to implement
the academic enterprise, good governance, a strong work ethic and quality student
support services.
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All members of the university community have value to add to the successful
implementation of the Strategic Plan and the integrity of UNIZULU.
In 2010 the University of Zululand attained its 50th anniversary [1960-2010].
This is the time to celebrate the University’s history of academic excellence and its
contribution to the struggle and the development of the new South Africa. It is also
the time to refocus and put into effect our mandate as a comprehensive university.
Renewal, projecting into UNIZULU’s future as a South African university advancing
democracy, access to and success through higher education are all central themes
as we observe and celebrate our 50 years of existence. The next 50 years will be the
time for UNIZULU to enhance its already successful programme, engage.
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are the philosophies of student-centredness and living and learning geared to
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the curricula; establishing centres of excellence; recognising productive academic and
support staff and rewarding them with appropriate salaries; the long-term
For the next five years, the University will be on a renewal trajectory. Key
to renewal are the philosophies of student-centredness and living and learning
geared to transform UNIZULU into a university of choice. Major challenges include
transforming the curricula; establishing centres of excellence; recognising productive
academic and support staff and rewarding them with appropriate salaries; the
long-term.
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contribution to the struggle and the development of the new South Africa. It is also
the time to refocus and put into effect our mandate as a comprehensive university.
Renewal, projecting into UNIZULU’s future as a South African university advancing
democracy, access to and success through higher education are all central themes
as we observe and celebrate our 50 years of existence. The next 50 years will be
the time for UNIZULU to enhance its already successful programme, engage in
curriculum transformation, fortify its image through its academic offerings, centres
of excellence and state-of-the-art facilities for students, and embed excellence and
quality in its academic and professional support structures.
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implementation of the Strategic Plan and the integrity of UNIZULU.
In 2010 the University of Zululand attained its 50th anniversary [1960-2010].
This is the time to celebrate the University’s history of academic excellence and its
contribution to the struggle and the development of the new South Africa. It is also
the time to refocus and put into effect our mandate as a comprehensive university.
Renewal, projecting into UNIZULU’s future as a South African university advancing
democracy, access to and success through higher education are all central themes
as we observe and celebrate our 50 years of existence. The next 50 years will be the
time for UNIZULU to enhance its already successful programme, engage.
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are the philosophies of student-centredness and living and learning geared to
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For the next five years, the University will be on a renewal trajectory. Key
to renewal are the philosophies of student-centredness and living and learning
geared to transform UNIZULU into a university of choice. Major challenges include
transforming the curricula; establishing centres of excellence; recognising productive
academic and support staff and rewarding them with appropriate salaries; the
long-term.

In this regard, the University has adopted five strategic goals within an overall
Strategic Plan:
•
High quality academic and career-focused programmes, relevant and
responsive to the needs of students and society
•
Research outputs appropriate to a comprehensive university
•
A positive image within business/industry, civil society, higher education
institutions and research organisations based on quality outputs,
partnerships and marketing strategies
•
The efficient and effective utilisation of human, financial and physical
resources
•
A caring environment underpinned by safety, good health and wellness.
The Strategic Plan was adopted by Council on 9th July 2010.
The success and achievement of our goals rests on a number of pillars which
include a robust resource mobilisation strategy, regional and global collaborations,
contributions by the university’s alumni, academic-driven leadership to implement
the academic enterprise, good governance, a strong work ethic and quality student
support services.
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Values
• Innovation: promoting attributes of excellence, creativity and
discovery among students and staff.
• Teamwork: working together to accomplish a common goal.
• Efficiency: sustaining high levels of productivity.
• Accountability: subscribing to integrity and transparency.
• Mutual Trust: inculcating dependable and trustworthy
relationships and mutual respect.
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Mission
To produce globally competitive graduates, relevant for the
human capital needs of the country, by providing quality
education which upholds high standards of research and
academic excellence.
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In 2010 the University of Zululand
attained its 50th anniversary [19602010]. This is the time to celebrate
the University’s history of academic
excellence and its contribution to the
struggle and the development of the
new South Africa. It is also the time to
refocus and put into effect our mandate
as a comprehensive university. Renewal,
projecting into Unizul’s future as a South
African university advancing democracy,
access to and success through higher
education are all central themes as we
observe and celebrate our 50 years
of existence. The next 50 years will
be the time for Unizul to enhance its
already successful programme, engage
in curriculum transformation, fortify its
image through its academic offerings,
centres of excellence and state-of-theart facilities for students, and embed
excellence and quality in its academic
and professional support structures.
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The Rector and Vice Chancellor of the University of Zululand, Professor Fikile Mazibuko
invites you to a seminar on climate change and energy efficiency.

Date: 22 September 2012
Time: 08h30-13h15
Venue: Conference Room, Ground Floor, Library
RSVP to Caroline on Tel: 035 902 6668 or email: cmd@pan.uzulu.ac.za before 21 September 2011

Please indicate specific dietary requirements
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The Rector and Vice Chancellor of the University of Zululand, Professor Fikile Mazibuko
invites you to a seminar on climate change and energy efficiency.

Date: 22 September 2012
Time: 08h30-13h15
Venue: Conference Room, Ground Floor, Library
RSVP to Caroline on Tel: 035 902 6668 or email: cmd@pan.uzulu.ac.za before 21 September 2011

Please indicate specific dietary requirements
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About UNIZULU
Information For:

Welcome to the University of Zululand
A unique comprehensive university that provides quality career-focused undergraduate and postgraduate
programme as well as exciting research opportunities.
A unique, comprehensive university
The University of Zululand (UNIZULU) has been designated to serve as the only comprehensive tertiary
educational institution north of the uThukela River in KwaZulu-Natal. Its new status is in accordance with South
Africa’s National Plan for Higher Education aimed at eradicating inequity and costly duplication. As a result,
Unizulu offers career-focused programmes as well as a limited number of relevant university degree courses
that have been structured with potential employees and employers in mind.

The University of Zululand (also known as
UNIZULU) has been designated to serve as the only
comprehensive tertiary educational institution
north of the uThukela River in KwaZulu-Natal...

Read more

Copyright © 2011 University Of Zululand. All Rights Reserved
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High quality academic and career focused programmes

Title goes here

In 2010 the University of Zululand attained its 50th anniversary [1960-2010]. This is the time to celebrate
the University’s history of academic excellence and its contribution to the struggle and the development
of the new South Africa. It is also the time to refocus and put into effect our mandate as a comprehensive
university. Renewal, projecting into UNIZULU’s future as a South African university advancing democracy,
access to and success through higher education are all central themes as we observe and celebrate our
50 years of existence. The next 50 years will be the time for UNIZULU to enhance its already successful
programme, engage in curriculum transformation, fortify its image through its academic offerings, centres
of excellence and state-of-the-art facilities for students, and embed excellence and quality in its academic
and professional support structures.

Sub title looks like this
For the next five years, the University will be on a renewal trajectory. Key to renewal are the philosophies
of student-centredness and living and learning geared to transform UNIZULU into a university of choice.
Major challenges include transforming the curricula; establishing centres of excellence; recognising
productive academic and support staff and rewarding them with appropriate salaries; the long-term
retention of staff; the retention of students for postgraduate studies; the reviewing and realigning of
faculty offerings as befits a comprehensive university; the renewal of aging infrastructure and the building
of new facilities at the KwaDlangezwa Campus; and the clear defining of the institutional culture. The
academic enterprise remains central to UNIZULU’s character and operations. The academic, research
and vocational programmes offered at the Richards Bay Campus should reflect UNIZULU’s identity as a
comprehensive university.
The Strategic Plan was adopted by Council on 9th July 2010.
The success and achievement of our goals rests on a number of pillars which include a robust
resource mobilisation strategy, regional and global collaborations, contributions by the university’s alumni,
academic-driven leadership to implement the academic enterprise, good governance, a strong work ethic
and quality student support services.
All members of the university community have value to add to the successful implementation of
the Strategic Plan and the integrity of UNIZULU.
In 2010 the University of Zululand attained its 50th anniversary [1960-2010]. This is the time
to celebrate the University’s history of academic excellence and its contribution to the struggle and the
development of the new South Africa.
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Powerpoint template – Blue
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In 2010 the University of Zululand attained its 50th anniversary [1960-2010]. This is the time to celebrate the University’s
history of academic excellence and its contribution to the struggle and the development of the new South Africa. It is also
the time to refocus and put into effect our mandate as a comprehensive university. Renewal, projecting into UNIZULU’s
future as a South African university advancing democracy, access to and success through higher education are all central
themes as we observe and celebrate our 50 years of existence. The next 50 years will be the time for UNIZULU to enhance
its already successful programme, engage in curriculum transformation, fortify its image through its academic offerings,
centres of excellence and state-of-the-art facilities for students, and embed excellence and quality in its academic and
professional support structures.

Sub title look like this
For the next five years, the University will be on a renewal trajectory. Key to renewal are the philosophies of studentcentredness and living and learning geared to transform UNIZULU into a university of choice. Major challenges include
transforming the curricula; establishing centres of excellence; recognising productive academic and support staff and
rewarding them with appropriate salaries; the long-term retention of staff; the retention of students for postgraduate
studies; the reviewing and realigning of faculty offerings as befits a comprehensive university; the renewal of aging
infrastructure and the building of new facilities at the KwaDlangezwa Campus; and the clear defining of the institutional
culture. The academic enterprise remains central to UNIZULU’s character and operations. The academic, research and
vocational programmes offered at the Richards Bay Campus should reflect UNIZULU’s identity as a comprehensive
university.
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In 2010 the University of Zululand attained its 50th anniversary [1960-2010]. This is the time to celebrate the University’s
history of academic excellence and its contribution to the struggle and the development of the new South Africa. It is also
the time to refocus and put into effect our mandate as a comprehensive university. Renewal, projecting into UNIZULU’s
future as a South African university advancing democracy, access to and success through higher education are all central
themes as we observe and celebrate our 50 years of existence. The next 50 years will be the time for UNIZULU to enhance
its already successful programme, engage in curriculum transformation, fortify its image through its academic offerings,
centres of excellence and state-of-the-art facilities for students, and embed excellence and quality in its academic and
professional support structures.

Sub title look like this
For the next five years, the University will be on a renewal trajectory. Key to renewal are the philosophies of studentcentredness and living and learning geared to transform UNIZULU into a university of choice. Major challenges include
transforming the curricula; establishing centres of excellence; recognising productive academic and support staff and
rewarding them with appropriate salaries; the long-term retention of staff; the retention of students for postgraduate
studies; the reviewing and realigning of faculty offerings as befits a comprehensive university; the renewal of aging
infrastructure and the building of new facilities at the KwaDlangezwa Campus; and the clear defining of the institutional
culture. The academic enterprise remains central to UNIZULU’s character and operations. The academic, research and
vocational programmes offered at the Richards Bay Campus should reflect UNIZULU’s identity as a comprehensive
university.
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Vision

A leading comprehensive University providing quality education.

COMMUNICATIONS AND
MARKETING DIVISION

FACULTY OF

ARTS

Mission

To produce globally competitive graduates, relevant for the human
capital needs of the country, by providing quality education which
upholds high standards of research and academic excellence

Values
Innovation
Promoting attributes of excellence, creativity and discovery among
students and staff.
Teamwork
Working together to accomplish a common goal.
Efficiency
Sustaining high levels of productivity.
Accountability
Subscribing to integrity and transparency.
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Student Identity Card – Burgundy
Identity cards are important identification devices for
students and staff. At the same time they maintain the
University’s identity.

STUDENT CARD

STAFF CARD

STUDENT

STAFF

MS NOMUSA TEMBE
STUD. NO. 10337890

ID NO. 1033789012123245

MS NOMUSA TEMBE
STUD. NO. 10337890

10337890
EVENT/CONFERENCE CARD

Name:
Event:
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